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QUESTION 1

An administrator needs to create a different Exchange mailbox archiving policy for the VIP group . The administrator has
added a new Provisioning Group called "VIPs", added the users to this group, applied the new Exchange mailbox
archiving policy to this group and synchronized mailboxes; however, the user continues to use the initial Provisioning
Group. 

Which steps should the administrator perform to enable the VIP users to use the new Exchange mailbox archiving
policy? 

A. administrator console > "VIPs" Provisioning Group Properties > Archiving Defaults tab > "Automatically enable
mailboxes" 

B. administrator console > "VIPs" Provisioning Group Properties use "Move Up" button to move the "VIPs" Provisioning
Group above the other Provisioning Group 

C. disable the VIPs users manually > run the archiving task > enable the VIPs users manually > run the archiving task 

D. set the SyncInMigrationMode registry key to 1 > Synchronize the users in the archiving task 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A check of the archive reports shows that only half of the mailboxes are being archived successfully during the
scheduled archiving run. 

How should the administrator ensure that all of the mailboxes are being archived? 

A. create a new system mailbox and assign it to the archiving task 

B. increase the number of concurrent connections in the archiving task properties from five to ten 

C. increase the number of items per pass from 1000 to 2000 

D. increase the archiving schedule window for the mailbox archiving task 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator is experiencing an issue that a user is unable to access archived items offline on the laptop while
traveling. 

Which path can the administrator use to check the time of the last Vault Cache synchronization? 

A. http://ev_server/EnterpriseVault/ClientDiagnostics.aspx 

B. http://ev_server/EnterpriseVault/VaultCacheBuilds.aspx 

C. http://SQL_server/reports/ClientDiagnostics.aspx 



D. http://ev_server/EnterpriseVault/EVMonitoring.aspx 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the main benefit of the Indexing exclusions feature? 

A. it allows the administrator to exclude specific email domain items from being indexed 

B. it allows the administrator to temporarily disable indexing for archives placed on legal hold 

C. it reduces the number of false positives in eDiscovery searches by excluding email footers 

D. it temporarily suspends indexing until the archive run completes 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A Veritas Enterprise Vault (EV) implementation has been running for five years. New Vault Store partitions are created
as the old Vault Store partitions become full, which is approximately every six months. The retention category is set for
three years and Storage Expiry runs regularly. The open Vault Store partition is now full and all available storage
devices are in use. 

How should this issue be addressed with minimal impact on the EV server? 

A. set the current Vault Store Partition to Ready 

B. set the first Vault Store status to Ready 

C. open the first Vault Store Partition again 

D. migrate items older than six months 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which tool can an administrator use to view Veritas Enterprise Vault 12.x (EV) Audited data? 

A. EV Application Event Log 

B. auditviewer.exe 

C. EV Operations Management webapp 

D. the auditing tab in the properties of the EV server 

Correct Answer: B 



 

QUESTION 7

Which two actions should the administrator consider when adding new Vault Store Partitions to an existing Veritas
Enterprise Vault 12.x (EV) environment? (Select two.) 

A. Configure the retention settings on WORM devices if applicable 

B. Install appropriate device software on the EV server to enable the device to use the streamer API 

C. Select the root path to hold files and folders other than those that EV creates 

D. Use overlapping partition folders when using network shares or mount points 

E. Enable the location path of an already existing partition 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 8

An administrator needs to upgrade a Veritas Enterprise Vault 11.0 server installed on a Windows server 2008 R2
platform to Veritas Enterprise Vault 12.x. 

Which initial steps are required to upgrade the environment? 

A. run EVSVR, then run the Veritas Enterprise Vault 12.x installer 

B. upgrade to Veritas Enterprise Vault 11.0.1 first, then run the Veritas Enterprise Vault 12.x installer 

C. use the Server Settings Migration Wizard 

D. upgrade to Veritas Enterprise Vault 11.0.1 first, then use the Server Settings Migration Wizard 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Which two ways can an administrator access the Exchange mailbox archiving report for the purpose of verifying the last
time a user mailbox was archived? (Select two.) 

A. use the Get-ExchMBXArchRep PowerShell cmdlet 

B. Administration Console > open the Exchange Server Properties: Reporting tab 

C. Administration Console > open the Exchange Mailbox Task Properties: Reporting tab 

D. SQL Reporting Services > Open the "Hourly rate" report 

E. Exchange mailbox archiving reports site summary page at the following URL:
http://evserver/EnterpriseVault/ExchangeArchivingReports.aspx 

Correct Answer: CE 



 

QUESTION 10

Which information is stored inside the Hidden Message, which is created when a mailbox is enabled for archiving with
Veritas Enterprise Vault 12.x ? 

A. details of the Provisioning Group the mailbox owner is associated with 

B. details of the Storage Service associated with this mailbox 

C. details of the Provisioning Group the Exchange server is associated with 

D. details of the Desktop Policy settings associated with this mailbox 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

An administrator wants to implement Virtual Vault for several hundred users of the Enterprise Vault Outlook Add-in The
users run Outlook on stationary desktop workstations with a wired, persistent connection to the network. The
workstations have very little local storage available, and the administrator wants to enable Virtual Vault while minimizing
the storage impact on the workstations. 

Which Desktop Policy configuration should the administrator use? 

A. Vault Cache enabled with content strategy "Do not store any items in cache" 

B. Vault Cache enabled with content strategy "Store only items that user opens\\' 

C. Vault Cache disabled 

D. Vault Cache enabled with content strategy "Store all items" 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Which steps must an administrator take when moving the Vault Service Account Temp folder to another disk? 

A. create a new "WindowsTemp" DWORD key to HKey_Local_Machine > Software > WOW6432 > KVS > Storage with
a value of the new path 

B. modify the path in the TEMP and TMP variables in the properties of My Computer > Advanced tab > Environment
Variables > User Variables 

C. edit the Windows Temp Storage field inside the Enterprise Vault Site properties > Advanced tab > Storage 

D. add the new path to the Cache Location of the properties of the Enterprise Vault server > Cache tab 

Correct Answer: B 
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